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A standard roll off fits a roll off truck.
 • If they aren’t 36” between rails, they are not standard.

Has a single back door with side latch to keep sides from blowing 
out.
 • Single back door is also for safety.  Keeps operator out of way of  
  debris that might come rolling out.
  •  Split doors only latch to floor and don’t keep top of doors from  
  bending out or sides from bowing.  Only have 1/4” of weld
  holding door closed.  All split door boxes will end up needing a  
  ratchet strap to keep them closed. 

Standard roll offs have a large cable hook on front of box that is impos-
sible to break off and much stronger than a d-ring welded on the front.  
They all have 4” nose rollers.

Beware of skid boxes that are not 36” between rails.  Anything but 36” 
would be proprietary to the manufacturer and you would always have to 
buy boxes from them at a higher price.  That can be $1,500 more per 
box after the package deal.  Skid box floors need to be replaced about 
every 5 years for thousands of dollars.  Real roll offs are at least a 20 
year investment. 

Beware of primed boxes with no paint. Some manufacturers will use in-
expensive black primer on their boxes and tell you it’s paint.

Beware of some manufacturers that promise to build trailers and boxes 
that will fit a roll off truck - They won’t without thousands of dollars worth 
of changes.  You won’t find out until you try to pull them onto your new 
roll off truck.

Why does using a standard roll off system make cents?
Using standard roll offs makes your business worth more if you ever plan 
to sell.  Who would want boxes that don’t fit their roll off truck?  What are 
non-standard rail boxes worth to someone with a roll-off truck - Nothing. 

You can buy new or used boxes locally that will save you a ton of cash on 
freight in the future.  Standard roll off boxes have better resale value!  
You build equity in your business with real roll offs.

Why Your Business Needs
Standard Rails to Succeed

Now You Know, Don’t Make a Texas Size Mistake!

People Tell Us All The Time That Their BIGGEST Regret Is Not Choosing A Standard Roll Off System.  
Standard Rails Make The Difference Between Long Term Business Success and Failure.

36”

Competition’s Boxes.  Notice How 
The Doors Bow Out Because 

Doors Only Latch To Floor

Real Roll Offs Have Rails at 36”
and Cable Catch - Not a D-Ring

Single Back Doors are Stronger, 
Safer & Keep Sidewalls Square


